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ABSTRACT

This work deals with the dynamic analysis of an im-

mersed circular cylinder, stiffened at its extremities, with

a membrane-like behavior subjected to an axial force and

fluid-structure interaction loadings. The membrane den-

sity and the fluid density are of the same order, hence

the added mass effect is significant and the physical cou-

pling is strong. The solution is computed by means of

a co-simulation procedure between ABAQUS R©/Standard

to solve the structural sub-problem and an in-house poten-

tial flow code based on boundary integral formulations, to

solve internal and external fluid sub-problems. The space

coupling, i.e. field spatial mapping and field exchanges

at the fluid-structure interface, and the time coupling, i.e.

time synchronization of fluid and structure solvers, are

performed using SIMULIA R© Co-Simulation Engine. The

strong numerical coupling is enforced by using efficient

iterative algorithms.

NOMENCLATURE

ρF , ρS Fluid and structural density, respectively

g Gravity

t Time

∗Address all correspondence to this author.

x, y Spatial position

ΩF Fluid domain, fluid domain boundary

n(x) Normal vector on the surface

vm (x) Fluid mesh velocity

G(x,y) Green function for a potential problem in an un-

bounded 3D space

φ (x) Velocity potential

v(x) Fluid velocity (v = ∇φ )

p(x) Pressure in the fluid domain

INTRODUCTION

The assessment of the dynamic behavior of light thin

highly flexible structures coupled with heavy fluids is

of paramount importance in biomechanics problems and

some ocean energy conversion concepts. This kind of

Fluid-Structure Interaction problems highlights two ma-

jor numerical difficulties. Firstly, the mass ratio is about

one and added mass effects due to the kinetic energy

of the fluid are of the same order as structural inertial

effects. The physical coupling is then strong and the

numerical coupling scheme has to be reliable to com-

pute an accurate solution and to ensure that the coupling

procedure is stable. Secondly, under external loadings,

flexible structures can undergo large displacements, in-
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ducing large topological changes in the fluid domain.

The strong physical coupling difficulty, can be circum-

vented by using implicit coupling schemes such as mono-

lithic algorithms or by means of iterative partitioned al-

gorithms which ensure a converged coupled solution by

using an iterative exchange procedure of physical quanti-

ties at the fluid-structure interface. Standard Arbitrary La-

grangian Eulerian techniques, which consists in deform-

ing the fluid domain, are not efficient when large displace-

ments of fluid domain boundaries occur as fluid mesh can

contain highly distorted elements. Alternative methods

have to be used, such as Lagrangian/Eulerian formula-

tion associated with interface capturing algorithms, La-

grangian/Lagrangian formulation by coupling Finite Ele-

ment and Fluid Particle methods or Lagrangian/Boundary

Integral formulation. In the present work, the fluid-

structure interaction solution is computed using a co-

simulation procedure between the Finite Element com-

mercial code ABAQUS R©/Standard to assess the struc-

ture behavior and an in-house Fast Boundary Element

solver to assess fluid solution and loadings at the fluid-

structure interface. The coupling is achieved by means of

the ABAQUS R© Co-Simulation Engine allowing the user

to couple ABAQUS R© solvers with a third-party solver. In

order to ensure a strong numerical coupling, the standard

iterative time coupling scheme available in ABAQUS R© is

enhanced using relaxation method and Interface Quasi-

Newton algorithms which speed up the coupling scheme

convergence. The physical problem of interest is an im-

mersed circular elastic membrane cylinder under an axial

loading with an internal fluid flow. Circular section at

cylinder extremities are highly stiffened with ring shaped

structures. Our goal is to assess the structural behavior:

non linear large displacements of the membrane, reac-

tion force at membrane extremities and stress level in the

membrane. Although the bending stiffness is low, it has a

major influence on the wrinkles shape.

STRUCTURAL MODEL

Thin structures with a membrane like behavior, i.e.

with a very low bending stiffness, can wrinkle when

they experience local buckling. This local buckling hap-

pens when the thin structure undergoes negative principal

stress. Due to this stress cancellation the stiffness ma-

trix tends to be singular and numerical instabilities can

occur. The membrane problem is solved by means of the

Finite Element commercial software ABAQUS R© [1]. The

thin membrane is discretized with four nodes shell finite

elements (the so-called S4 element from the ABAQUS R©

finite element library is used). Stiffened extremities of the

cylinder are modeled with rigid kinematic constraints.

FIGURE 1: CYLINDRICAL MEMBRANE UNDER

AXIAL AND PRESSURE LOADS - Magnitude dis-

placement [2].

The membrane is loaded with a steady pressure

which represent a first approximation of the pressure due

to fluid-structure coupling. Under these representative

loads, the membrane structure wrinkles as the result of

compressive hoop stress and large topological changes

occur at the fluid-structure interface (Fig. 1). In order

to circumvent numerical difficulties associated to the sin-

gular stiffness matrix, the solution is computed with a

quasi-static analysis by means of a dynamic implicit anal-

ysis (the structure is slowly loaded) with Hilber Hugues

Taylor method. Two types of wrinkles can be clearly ob-

served: principal wrinkles and a set of secondary wrinkles

between these primary wrinkles.

FLUID FLOW MODEL

First simulations, involving pre-deformed structures,

have shown that the fluid can reasonably be modeled by

using a potential flow model to obtain the pressure level at

the fluid-structure interface. This result has been obtained

by comparing pressures from a RANS simulation to those

obtained with a potential flow solver. Moreover, vortices

are localized near cylinder extremities where the mem-

brane is highly stiffened by rigid circular rings, reducing

the fluid effect. In our approach, the potential problem

is solved by using an in-house Fast Boundary Element

Method based on the ScalFMM library [3] (Fast Multi-

pole Method) and the PETSc [4] library (iterative solver).

Potential flow model

Potential flow model describes the velocity field of

irrotational (v = ∇φ ) incompressible perfect fluids [5],

using a potential function φ . Under these assumptions,

conservation laws can be written as follows in the fluid
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domain ΩF :

∇
2φ (x, t) = 0, ∀(x, t) ∈ ΩF × [0,T ] (1a)

∂φ (x, t)

∂ t
−vm (x, t) .∇φ (x, t)+

|∇φ (x, t)|2

2

+gx.eZ +
p(x, t)

ρF

=

p0 (t)

ρF

, ∀(x, t) ∈ ΩF × [0,T ]

(1b)

Equation (1a) derives from the mass conservation

equation, the fluid flow velocity is completely determined

by its kinematics. The Bernoulli equation (1b) derives

from momentum conservation equation, written here un-

der its Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian form [6] in order to

take into account convective terms associated to boundary

velocity at the fluid-structure interface (p0 (t) is a spatial

constant). If no condition is imposed on the velocity po-

tential φ , φ is defined up to an additive spatial constant:

φ (x, t) = φ ∗ (x, t)+φ0 (t).

∇
2φ ∗ (x, t) = 0, ∀(x, t) ∈ ΩF × [0,T ] (2a)

∂φ ∗ (x, t)

∂ t
−vm (x, t) .∇φ ∗ (x, t)+

|∇φ ∗ (x, t)|2

2

+gx.eZ +
p(x, t)

ρF

=
p0 (t)

ρF

−
∂φ0 (t)

∂ t
=

c0 (t) , ∀(x, t) ∈ ΩF × [0,T ]

(2b)

c0 (t) can be fixed by imposing the pressure level at

one point x0 in the fluid domain.

Boundary integral equation

Potential problem, described by Equation (1a), can be

written as a boundary integral equation [7]. Boundary in-

tegral formulations make possible to reduce physical val-

ues description in the domain to physical quantities de-

scription at the boundary. In the case of an internal flow

problem, boundary integral formulation of the potential

problem (1a) can be written as follows:

∮

∂Ω

∂φ (y)

∂n(y)
G(x,y)dS (y)−

∮

∂Ω

φ (y)
∂G(x,y)

∂n(y)
dS (y)

=







0, ∀x ∈ Ω̄F

φ (x) , ∀x ∈ ΩF

φ (x)/2, ∀x ∈ ∂ΩF

(3)

where G(x,y) = 1/4π‖x−y‖ is the fundamental solution

associated to Laplace’s problem [7] and ∂ΩF denotes the

fluid domain boundary. For the physical problem at stake,

boundary description makes easier the management of

large topological changes of the fluid domain and facil-

itates the transfer of physical quantities between fluid and

structure sub-problems to enforce spatial coupling condi-

tions.

Numerical methods

By using a collocation method, standard Boundary

Element Method (BEM) leads to a linear system with a

non-symmetric fully populated operator: Ax = b. The op-

erator construction requires O(N2) operations (where N

is the number of unknowns) and its storage has O(N2)
complexity. The linear system is usually solved by

means of direct solvers which have O(N3) complexity.

Hence, standard BEM is generally inefficient for large-

scale problems despite the dimension reduction associ-

ated to the Boundary Integral Equation formulation. The

potential problem is then solved by means of fast mul-

tipole BEM based on the use of iterative Krylov-based

solvers (such as GMRes) and the Fast Multipole Method

(FMM) which is used to speed up matrix-vector multipli-

cation during Krylov sub-spaces construction. The use of

FMM enables the solver to compute the solution without

building explicitly the operator A. FMM is used to assess

the influence of far elements whereas near elements con-

tributions are taken into account by means of the standard

BEM:

∮

∂Ω

∂φ

∂n
GdS =

∮

∂ΩNear

∂φ

∂n
GdS+

∮

∂ΩFar

∂φ

∂n
GdS (4a)

∮

∂Ω

φ
∂G

∂n
dS =

∮

∂ΩNear

φ
∂G

∂n
dS+

∮

∂ΩFar

φ
∂G

∂n
dS (4b)
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An octree structure is computed in order to build a prox-

imity relation between elements and to store multipole

and local expansions (values set at cell centers) for each

level (Fig. 2).

FIGURE 2: FMM PROCEDURE FOR A TWO-

DIMENSIONAL DOMAIN [8].

Fast multipole is a three steps procedure. First, el-

ement data are transferred to upper levels at multipole

expansion points (Upward Pass) by using P2M (Particle

To Multipole) and M2M (Moment To Moment) proce-

dures. Then data are localized near each element at local

expansion points (Downward Pass) by using M2L (Mo-

ment To Local) and L2L (Local To Local) procedures.

Integrals are finally computed by means of L2P (Local

To Particle) and P2P (Particle To Particle) procedures. In

our code, we have considered a spherical kernel for P2M,

M2M, M2L, L2L and L2P [9]. Our in-house Fast-BEM

code is based on ScalFMM which is a generic parallel

fast multipole library [3] and on the GMRes solver avail-

able in the PETSc library [4]. ScalFMM has been ini-

tially developed to solve point particles problems when

the potential decays like 1/r such as electrostatic or grav-

itational interaction problems. As M2M, M2L, L2L and

L2P [9]procedures are available for potential problems in

ScalFMM [3], we only have implemented P2M and P2P

procedures [9] to adapt the library to integral equations.

Code validations

Our in-house potential solvers (Standard BEM and

Fast-BEM codes) are validated by comparing potential re-

sults obtained with a finite element code (using a thermal

analogy between potential fluid flow and linear heat con-

duction problems) and our in-house codes on a represen-

tative case of the problem at stake. Boundary conditions

of the current problem are: zero normal velocity on lat-

eral surfaces and unit normal velocity at top and bottom

extremities (Fig. 3).

FIGURE 3: IN-HOUSE POTENTIAL CODE VALIDA-

TION (left: FEM model, right: BEM model) - Velocity

potential field φ
[

m2/s
]

.

Our FastBEM code is validated by comparing po-

tential results obtained with our in-house standard BEM

solver and our in-house code on a wrinkled membrane.

Boundary conditions of the current problem are: zero nor-

mal velocity on lateral surfaces, zero velocity potential on

the top end cap and a normal velocity of 1,5 m/s at on the

top end cap (Fig. 4).

FIGURE 4: IN-HOUSE Fast-BEM CODE VALIDA-

TION (left: BEM, right: Fast-BEM, top: global, bottom:

bottom end cap) - Velocity potential field φ
[

m2/s
]

.

COUPLED MODEL

The fluid-structure coupling is achieved by means of

the ABAQUS R© Co-Simulation Engine allowing the user

to couple ABAQUS R© solvers with a third-party solver.

At the fluid-structure interface, kinematic and dynamic

coupling conditions are imposed which represent normal

velocity (Eqn. 5a) and normal stress continuity (Eqn. 5b)
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at the interface, repectively.

vF (x) .n(x) =
duS (x)

dt
.n(x) (5a)

(

σS (x) .n
)

.n =
(

σF (x) .n
)

.n (5b)

The Co-Simulation Engine is in charge of i) the spa-

tial mapping in order to transfer physical quantities be-

tween each sub-model mesh and ii) the time coupling

scheme in order to synchronize each solver call. Avail-

able time coupling schemes are rather standard: Con-

ventional Serial Staggered or Conventional Parallel Stag-

gered schemes [10] and Jacobi [11] or Gauss-Seidel [12]

iterative schemes. CSS and CPS schemes are appropriate

to solve problems with weak physical coupling, whereas

the last two ones should be used to assess the solution

of moderately coupled problems. Iterative time cou-

pling schemes can be improved using relaxation method

[13,14], Interface Block Quasi Newton methods [3,15] or

Interface Quasi Newton algorithms [16, 17].

Time coupling scheme

We use the same mesh for fluid and structure sub-

problems, hence physical quantity mapping is relatively

trivial. The problem of thin and light structures coupled

with heavy fluids requires a strong numerical coupling

schemes. In order to ensure such a coupling, standard iter-

ative time coupling schemes available in ABAQUS R© CSE

is enhanced using relaxation method or efficient Interface

Quasi-Newton algorithms which speed up the coupling

scheme convergence.

Relaxation method The relaxation method involv-

ing dynamic relaxation parameters consists in predict-

ing the structural displacement (u
P,n+1
k+1 ) by correcting

the computed displacement (un+1
k+1) with the previous dis-

placement prediction (u
P,n+1
k ):

u
P,n+1
k+1 = ωku

n+1
k+1 +(1−ωk)u

P,n+1
k (6)

where n+1 and k are the current time increment and the

current iteration indices and the dynamic relaxation pa-

rameter ωk is assessed by Aitken method [13].

Interface Quasi Newton algorithms Interface

Quasi Newton algorithms focus on the residual interface

displacement:

r(u) = S◦F (u)−u = 0 (7a)

∆u =−

(

∂r

∂u

)−1

r(u) (7b)

where S and F are the structural and fluid solver, re-

spectively. These algorithms are used to make a relevant

fluid-structure interface displacement prediction using a

numerically evaluated tangent matrix of the interface dis-

placement built during the iterative procedure.

Validation case

The coupling procedure has been firstly validated by

coupling ABAQUS R© and an in-house standard boundary

element solver. The validation is made on the case of

a free spring/sphere-shaped mass system immersed in a

fluid and where the mass is initially shifted (m = 155kg,

k = 10000Nm−1).

FIGURE 5: COUPLING PROCEDURE VALIDATION -

SPRING/SPHERE-SHAPED MASS.

The first figure (in Fig.5) and the second figure (in

Fig.5) represent the mass displacement response for an

added mass of 10% (blue) and 50% (green) of the struc-

tural mass, respectively. The third figure (in Fig.5) rep-

resents the number of iterations during the computation

procedure.
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Case of interest

The case of interest is a very long and highly flexible
immersed circular cylinder with an internal flow under
axial force and fluid-structure interaction loadings. The
global behavior of the structure is computed by means
of a one-dimensional solvers. The local behavior of the
structure is assessed with a three-dimensional analysis
with fluid-structure interaction modeling of a small part
of the global structure. Problem dimensions and material
properties are given without any dimensions with respect
to L∗ = R (caracteristic length), t∗ = (ρSR2/E)0.5 (car-
acteristic time) and p∗ = E (caracteristic pressure). Di-
mensions, material properties and permanent loads of the
three-dimensional problem are given in Tab.1.

Physical value Symbol Expression Value

Cylinder radius R R/R 1.00

Cylinder length h h/R 8.00 10−01

Shell thickness e e/R 4.30 10−04

Fluid density ρF ρF/ρS 1.00

Structural density ρS ρS/ρS 1.00

Yound modulus E E/E 1.00

Axial force T T/ER2 7.40 10−05

Pressure p p/E 4.00 10−06

TABLE 1: DIMENSION, MATERIAL PROPERTIES &

PERMANENT LOADS.

Structure and fluid boundary conditions Struc-

tural and fluid boundary conditions at submodel in-

terfaces (in terms of effort/kinematics and fluid veloc-

ity/pressure, respectively) are given by one-dimensional

simulations. The cylindrical structure is pre-loaded with

a permanent axial load and a permanent pressure Tab.1

Boundary conditions for internal and external fluid

sub-problems are i) an uniform inlet velocity vin (x0, t)
and an imposed pressure p(x0, t) at point x0 on the fluid-

structure interface. Furthermore, a parallel flow assump-

tion is formulated at the outlet in order to let the fluid

flow. Figure 6 summurizes boundary conditions imposed

on fluid domain boundaries:

FIGURE 6: BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR

THE INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL FLUID SUB-

PROBLEMS.

The imposed velocity at the inlet of the exterior fluid

problem is assumed to be zero. At the outlet a parallel

flow is modeled (i.e., zero tangential fluid velocity) by

imposing a constant potential fluid velocity on the bound-

ary. Inlet fluid velocity (Fig. 7) for the internal problem is

obtained by means of a one-dimensional Fluid-Structure

Interaction solver:

FIGURE 7: IMPOSED FLUID VELOCITY FOR THE

INTERNAL FLUID FLOW.

The one-dimensional solver provides a resultant pres-

sure load (pext − pint). This pressure (Fig. 8) is imposed

during fluid sub-problems resolution in order to set po-

tential fluid problem constants.
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FIGURE 8: REFERENCE PRESSURE FOR THE

FLUID FLOW PROBLEM.

Permanent loads, i.e. axial force and static pressure

(pressure at time t = 0), are imposed to a purely struc-

tural model in a first quasi-static analysis. The bottom

extremity is clamped. The quasi-static analysis allows us

to circumvent numerical difficulties associated to the sin-

gular stiffness matrix by taking into account mass matrix

contribution in the tangent matrix. The coupled analysis

is then started from this pre-deformed and pre-stressed

state and performed by means of a co-simulated analy-

sis between ABAQUS and our in-house fluid solver. Inlet

velocity and reference pressure are imposed to the fluid

model.

Results In a first approach, the external fluid is ne-

glected and only the fluid-structure interaction between

the internal fluid and the tructure is taken into account. In

order to reach the convergence and since dynamic loads

are quite smooth, structural mass is artificially increased.

Figure 9 shows the initial radial displacement field at time

t = 0 (due to permanent loads) and the final radial dis-

placement field at time t = 1.7:

FIGURE 9: RADIAL DISPLACEMENT.

Radial displacement at time t = 0 (on the left) and t = 1.7
(on the right).

The top extremity of the structure is loaded with an

axial force and is free to move when the structure is

subjected fluid-structure interaction loadings. Figure 10

shows the axial displacement of the top extremity.

FIGURE 10: AXIAL DISPLACEMENT OF THE TOP

EXTREMITY - TIME HISTORY.

Pressure in the fluid domain is computed at the fluid-

structure interface by means of an in-house potential

solver. Figure 11 shows the pressure field at the end of

the analysis. As expected, we can notice that the pressure

level is higher at h/2 due to the fluid acceleration associ-

ated with the section reduction

FIGURE 11: PRESSURE FIELD AT THE FLUID-

STRUCTURE INTERFACE AT TIME T = 1.7.

Figure 12 shows the pressure time history for differ-

ent altitudes.
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FIGURE 12: PRESSURE AT DIFFERENT ALTI-

TUDES.

WORK IN PROGRESS

Taking into account external fluid domain will prob-

ably allow us to reduce the artificial structural mass since

it is expected to compensate internal fluid-structure in-

teraction loadings. Hence, our effort are focused on tak-

ing into account external fluid flow effect. In order to

validate the global numerical procedure we use for de-

signing the structure, physical experiments are moreover

in progress. In particular, these experiments will be ana-

lyzed in order to validate one-dimensional solvers and the

three-dimensional analysis by a submodeling approach.
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